
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of liquidity
product manager. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for liquidity product manager

Execute projects from inception to launch
Design and implement tools that track key business attributes, provide
actionable insights and begin to predict behaviors through the latest artificial
intelligence and machine learning
Lead efforts on product marketing, end user training and rollout to ensure
the target users are educated and have a feedback loop for future iterations
Contribute to the business strategy for the Liquidity client channel and the
development of a multi generation plan aligned to the Global Liquidity and
Accounts product strategies
Providing a portal and client data subject matter expert role within the
organization
Ensure all new product developments thoroughly consider client interaction
and channel needs
Support the ACCESS LS portal rewrite efforts including UI wireframe design,
facilitation of client feedback sessions, oversight of technology development,
management of pilots, and communication with internal partners on both
pilot and large scale migration rollout
Provide the translation layer between the business perspective and technical
perspective to ensure collaborative understandings and optimal, timely
delivery
Understand the holistic view of all developments within the business to
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Work with supporting groups to ensure controls are in place to prevent errors
and breaks in operational processes and support reviews

Qualifications for liquidity product manager

Encourages people to build sustainable relationships beyond transactional
levels and use empathy and insight to build better understanding of mutual
benefits
Creates and promotes opportunities for networking, bringing influential
people together, adopting successful practices and ideas wherever they
come from
Relationships with key contacts and influencers (internally and externally) in
order to enhance business and customer outcomes
Leads the application of project and programme management methodologies
to deliver global programmes against all targets, ensuring that a project
review process is in place to identify and embed best practice and learning
into future approaches
Uses their network to build executive support and commitment to major
projects or programmes, creating and leading complex stakeholder
engagement strategies and communication plans, incorporating the means of
interaction, information flow, conflict resolution and communication methods
Establishes and leads “virtual” teams containing individuals from a variety of
business lines, or suppliers or cultures, adapting their leadership style to
provide vision and direction over sustained period s of time


